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The present paper is devoted to the study of the direct limits of direct systems 
of measure (resp. probability) spaces. If I is a right directed preordered set, 
@Jor.~ a family of sets indexed by I, G = Uao, E, x {a} the sum of the family 
(E,), %J& a o-algebra in E, for each oi E I and M = uael 9Jl, x {{a}} is the sum 
of the family (9&J, then it is shown that M is a u-algebra in G. If E = 5 E, 
is the direct limit of the family (E,), if 2 = 9 !@(E,) the direct limit of the 
family of power sets (‘p(E,)), if !lX = lim W, is the direct limit of the 
family (ll&), if (E, , Y&J is a direct system of measurable spaces, then (E, ‘9Jl) = 
(l&E, , l& mm,) is a measurable space. If (h&, is a direct system of measures 
with values in a complete abelian group, if h = 1% Aa is the direct limit of the 
family (A,), and if (E, , mm, , A,) is a direct system of measure (resp. probability) 
spaces, then it is shown that the direct limit (E, W, A) = (5 I$, 1% $3331, , 1% 
A,) is a measure (resp. probability) space. Further papers will be devoted to the 
applications of these direct limits in the measure (resp. probability) theory. 
The theory of projective or inverse limits of measure (resp. probability) 
spaces is well known. In a recent paper [l] the reader will find an ample 
bibliography on this subject. 
Among the papers devoted to the study of direct systems of measure algebras 
and direct limits of measure algebras we mention particularly these of J. R. 
Choksi [2] and C. L. Sheffer [3]. 
In the present paper we consider the problem of the direct limit of a direct 
system of measure spaces from a point of view different from those cited above. 
To do this we utilise the notion of correspondence and extension of corre- 
spondences to the sets of subsets as follows. 
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Let I be a right directed preordered set, and let (EJael be a family of sets 
indexed by 1. For each pair (01, /3) of elements of I, 01 f /3, let r,, be a corre- 
spondence (cf. [4, Chap. II, Section 3, Definition 21) between E, and Ep . 
Section 1 is devoted to the definition of the direct limit of the family (E&, , 
with respect to the family of correspondence. (TO,). 
If G = Was1 Ea x ( 01 is the sum of the family (E,), if %R= is a u-algebra > 
in E, for each (Y E I, if M = (JaG, 9JIJz, x {{a}} is the sum of the family (‘Y.lI&c, , 
then (cf. Prop. 2, Section 1) M is a u-algebra in G. 
In Section 1 we also define the direct system (‘$(E,), pB’,,), and the direct 
limit B = lim ‘!@(E,), as follows. 
Let G = (Gael ‘$(E,J x ({a}} be the sum of the family (Cp(E,J) and let 
v(G) = p(Uae, E, x {a>) be the set of subsets of G = (JasI E, x {CL}. If 
E = G/R = lim E, is the direct limit of the family (EJ with respect to the 
family of correspondences (r,,), 4 is the canonical mapping of G onto E, 4 is 
the extension [S, Section 1, No. 21 of 4 to the sets of subsets, 8 is the equivalence 
relation on (P(G) associated with $, $ is the canonical mapping of (P(G) onto 
‘Q(G)/k, then we define the direct limit e = l&r v(E,) = G/&o of the direct 
system R.VU f’d h w ere & is an equivalence relation in G induced by l? on G. 
We suppose the correspondences r,, such that r,,(X,) E ‘9J2, whenever 
01 < /3, i.e., &,(fnr,) C ‘B, . Then, in Section 2, we show that the direct limit 
‘vi = l&l!.& with respect to the family (frRJ is a u-algebra in E = & E, . 
More precisely, if (Eu ,9&J is a family of measurable spaces, then (E, +YJl) = 
(lb E, , l&r 1131,) is a measurable space. 
It should be noted that the direct system (9&) is defined by means of 
the extensions of the correspondences (r,,) to the sets of subsets, i.e. 
YJI = lh(mJL, , pBa). Section 3 is devoted to the definition of the direct limits 
of measure spaces. Under the hypotheses of Section 1 and Section 2, we define a 
direct system of additive mappings of the direct system ($%l’IJJ1, , pBa) into a direct 
system (Fa ,fOJ of a family of abelian groups (FJmEI. 
Under these conditions (cf. Section 3, Theorem l), there exists a unique 
mapping p of m into $J = lit~$F,). Moreover, p is an additive mapping. 
In Section 4 we define the countable additive mapping h = l& A, , where, 
for each OL E I, A, is a countable additive mapping of ‘Jn, into an abelian group 
F, , such that F, = F, when F is a complete abelian group. 
More precisely, (cf. Section 4, Theorem 2), if, for each 01 E I, A, is a measure 
on YII, with values in F, (Ad) is a directed system of measures relative to I with 
values in the complete abelian group F, then the direct limit X = lh X, is a 
measure on E = G/R, with values in F. Hence we have 
THEOREM 3 (cf. Section 4). If (Ea , ‘9XIJz, , A,) is a direct system of measure spaces, 
then (E, %R, A) = (l&r E, , lint W, , lim A,) is a direct measure space. In particular, 
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if (E, , )132, , A,) is a family of probability spaces, then (h E,, , ii-i ‘331, , u A,) 
is a probability space. 
1. EXTENSION OF THE DIRECT SYSTEM (Ea , T,,) 
1. The Direct System (E, , I’,,) 
Let I be a (right) directed preordered set, and let (E& be a family of sets 
indexed by I. For each pair (01, p) f 1 o e ements of I such that (Y -5 8, let r,, be 
a correspondence [4, Chap. II, Section 3, Definition 21 between the sets E, 
and E, . We suppose that the I’,, satisfy the following conditions: 
(W) {a < P G r> => r,, ‘l r/3, = r?m>, 
(LI,,) For each OL ~1, I’,, is the identity correspondence of E, . 
On the other hand, let G be the sum [4, Chap. II, Section 4, No. 8, Definition 81 
of the family of sets (E&, , i.e., G = &, E, x {a}. For any x E G, there 
exists a unique element 01~1, denoted by A(X), such that x E E, . 
Let R{x, y} be the following relation between two elements of G: 
It is easy to prove that R is an equivalence relation on G.l 
Indeed R is reflexive and symmetric on G. On the other hand, let x E E, , 
y E E, , z E E, and suppose that there exist X E I such that h > 01, X > ,B, and 
rdw = rdm, and p E I such that p > 8, p > y and r,,({ y}) = rUY({z}). 
Since I is a directed set, 3~ E I - v 2 h and Y 3 IL; hence, by (LI,), we have: 
Therefore R is transitive. 
Let E = G/R be the quotient set of G by R. E is called the extension direct 
limit2 of the family (E& , with respect to the family of correspondences (r,,). 
Thus E = J&(E, , r,,) = ki&E,) = G/R. If + is the canonical mapping of G 
onto G/R, we denote by & the restriction of 4 to E, . 
1 Let us recall [4, Chap. II, Section 4, No. 81 that we identify the Em with their canonical 
images in G and, for each x E G, we denote by X(X) the unique index a ~1 such that 
XEE,. 
* On the direct systems and direct limits with respect to families of mappings cf. [6, 
Section 71. Notation and terminology of this paper follows [6]. 
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2. The Measurable Space (G, M) 
PROPOSITION 1. If ‘!JJl, is a a-algebra in E, , then YJ& x {{a~}} is a a-aZgebra 
in E, x {a>. 
Proof. We have (Em E ‘$I,) * ({Eel x (a} E mZ, x {{a}}}, since E, E ‘Jn,) * 
(V&l C WJ * WJ x W> C !JJh x ~b3h and W x W> = {E, x -@I>- 
Whence W x {4> C W x {W) 3 (-% x @4 E rol, x W4) 3 PJL x {{d> 
satisfies (M,)). [The conditions MI , MIr , MI,, are recalled in the next footnote 
below.] 
On the other hand, (X, E rXn,> 3 ({X,> C ‘Jn,) 3 (X,) x ((a}} C YJIa x {{a}} * 
VJ x WI = {X, x h>> C ‘R x {Ml =+- X, x $4 E 91, x G4h and 
indeed, 
Conversely, 
Therefore, 
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But 
Suppose (Xa& C ‘IV& , then 
* sJJ1, x {{a}j satisfies (M,,,). 
Thus $331, x {{a}} is a u-algebra in E, x {a>. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let (E, , I’,,) be a direct system of sets as dejiined in No. 1, 
above. 
Let G = UasI E, x (a} be the sum of the family (EJaor ; let mul, be a u-algebra 
in E, for each 01 E I and let M = uarC, %Xm, x {(LX}} be the sum of the family (!BQac, . 
Then, M is a u-algebra in G. 
Proof 3 We have 
(E, E !I&) Z, (ED x (a} E ma x {{a}} by virtue of the Proposition 1) 
=- 6% x +4> C muz, x W> 
But 
2 (M satisfies (MJ). 
3 Let us recall that a collection %R of subsets of a set E is said to be a o-algebra in E 
if 9.R satisfies the following axioms: 
(MII) A E !JJI + C A E %!, where C A is the complement of A relative to E; 
(M,II) A, E 9Jl, Vv EN = (0, 1, 2 ,... } * OVEN A, E !J.R. 
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On the other hand, 
(X E M) =+ (3q) E 1 - x E ~dx, =+- x x Gd E ~cdx) x hx)>> 
2 xc J%(X) x am> +XCuE,x{cu}=G 
asl 
But 
and 
Finally, 
(Xv E M, t’v E N) => @a, E I - X, E ‘may x {{or,}) 
* (yQ”) + M satisfies (Mu,). 
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3. The Direct System (Ip(E,), po,J 
Let (Em , T,,) be a direct system of sets relative to the directed set I, as defined 
in Section 1, No. 1, above and let &14o be the extension of T,, to the set of subsets, 
defined by 
where hom(‘!J3(E,), ‘@(Es) is the set of all mappings of ‘$(EJ into ‘$(E,). For 
a < p < y, we have 
and 
where A, (resp. &) is the diagonal of E, x E,(‘@(E,) x ‘@(E,)). Let 
then ‘dX E e, there exists a unique 01 = a(X) such that X E ‘!@(E,) x ({a}>. 
On the other hand, let &(X, Y} be a relation between two elements X, Y 
of & defined as follows: 
((3~ EI- y 3 01 = h(X), y 3 P = h(Y) and (f’,JX) = f,,(Y)>. 
It is easy to see that & is an equivalence relation on e. 
Let tj& be the canonical mapping of (? onto e/&c . 
We have 
&{X, y> * %2(X> = !&(Y)l + u%(X) = GP% 
for y 3 c1 = X(X), y > /3 = h(Y); 
X E ?-Wa) x WI, Y E V-W,) x WI 
o(3yEI - y 3 a = h(X), y 3 B = A(Y), q‘a<x> = r,,(Y)] 
o {Vx E X, 3~ E Y and Vy E Y, 3x E X - +((x}> = +((y}>} 
* kw> = dW>h for X E SPW, Y E ‘W% 
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where $ is the canonical mapping of G onto G/R = E = lint E, , and where by 
identification we set X E ‘@(E,), Y E y(E,). Let+ be the (canonical) extension of4 
to the sets of subsets; $ is a surjective mapping of ‘$3(G) = !@(uaE, E, x {a}) 
onto 13(W) = W~Er -8 x WR)- 
Suppose that fi is the equivalence relation on p(G) associated with 6, i.e., 
(cf. [5, Section 1, No. 21): 
A{X, Y} tj. $8(X) = J(Y) - J(X) = J(Y), 
where X and Y are elements of (P(G), and 4 is the canonical mapping of (P(G) 
onto T(G)/&. Under these conditions, all theorems and propositions established 
in [5] are true if we replace the set E everywhere by the set G. 
On the other hand, we have G C (P(G); therefore, l& is identical to the 
equivalence relation induced* by A on G. The equivalence classes with respect 
to kc are the traces on G of the equivalence classes with respect to 2 which 
meet G. Hence, it follows from Fig. 1 that the injection j, is compatible with 
the equivalence relations fro and 8, and the mapping h of &‘/AC into ‘@(C)/B 
induced by jc on passing to the quotients with respect to i& and R, is an 
injective mapping of G/R, into ‘@(G)/ff (cf. [4, Chap. II, Section 6, No. 61). 
FIGURE 1 
Remark 1. If k is the canonical bijection of G/& onto &G/&), we have 
e -t--LA e 
& ( > - = l&e>. & 
Therefore one can identify &I& with J(G). 
Let (S@(E,), f,J be the direct system of sets relative to the directed set 1 
and let l? = ~(~(E,), J@‘aJ = G/&c be the direct limit of the family (‘$3(&J),,, 
with respect to the family of mappings (pBol). 
We have (cf. [4, Section 7, No. 6, Prop. 61): 
4 Compare [4, Chap. II, No. 61. 
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PROPOSITION_ 3. For each o! E I, let z.?, Pe a mapping of ‘p(E,) into a set F, 
such that $0 r,, = zi, for 01 < /3, and let #,ptEti, be the restriction of the canonical 
mapping $6 to the set ‘!J.J(E,). Then: 
(a) There exists a unique mapping fi of I? into F such that 6, = li 0 $V,E ) 
R 
for all 01 E I. 
(b) 2;: is a surjection if and only ;f 
F = () 4$?-YE~)). 
CXEI 
(c) zi is an injection if and only ;f, for each 01 E I, the relations X E ‘Q(E,), 
YE ‘Q(E,), f&(X) = z&(Y) imply that there exists/3 > 01 such that pea(X) = pBa( Y). 
The direct system (‘$(E,), ft,,,) is called the extension of the direct system 
(E, , Fe,) to the sets of subsets. 
Remark 2. For a < p, we have: 
A 
where hw (resp. $W$) 
is the restriction to !@(E,)(~(Ee)) of th e canonical mapping 4. As 4 is a surjection, 
then by (b), where we set ti, = & , we have 
PROPOSITION 4. Let @(EN), f’& be the direct system which is the extension 
of the direct system (Em , I’,,) to the sets of subsets; let (Fa , fso) be a direct system 
relative to the same index set I, let 8 = linJ!J3(E,), I’,.), let F = h(F, , fool), 
and for each 01 E I let fa be the canonical mapping of F, into F such that whenever 
01 < /3 the diagram 
FIGURE 2 
is commutative. 
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Then there exists a unique mapping ti of I? into F such that, for each a: E I, the 
diagram 
is commutative. 
For proof, cf. [6, Section 7, No. 6, Corollary 1 of Proposition 61. The family 
(zi,& is a direct system of mappings of (‘@(E,), f,J into (F, , fee), and 21 is the 
direct limit of the family (223; we set zi = l& zi, . 
PROPOSITION 5. Let (!@(EJ, &J be the directed system which is the extension 
of the direct system (Em, r,,); let (Fe, fae) b e a direct system of sets relative to 
the same index set I, and for each 01 E I, let ~2, be a mapping of ‘$(E,) into F, such 
that (zi,),si is a direct system of mappings of (‘$3(&J, I’,,) into (Fa ,.fo,). 
Let zi = l& ii, be the direct limit of the family (22,). Then, if each fi, is injective 
(surjective) 22 is injective (surjective). 
For the proof, cf. [6, Section 7, No. 6, Proposition 71. 
2. DIRECT LIMITS OF MEASURABLE SPACES 
1. The o-Algebra %2 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that I is a (right) directed preordered set, (Em , re,) is 
a direct system of sets relative to the directed set I, with respect to the family of 
correspondences (I’,,) (cf. Section 1, No. 2), G = uaol E, x {a} is the sum and 
E = l&(E, , I’,,) = G/R is the direct limit of the family (EJ. Let, (!$3(E,), pBo) 
be the direct system, extension of the direct system (E& , rO,); let 
be the sum of the family (‘$(I&)), let I? = G/R, = li&q(E,), fcJ be the direct 
limit of the family (!Q(E,)). 
For each OL E I, let 9J& be a a-algebra in E, , and suppose that the correspondences 
I’,, are such that, for each X E ‘BJz, , we have f,,(X) = r,,(X) E 9J2e whenever 
(Y < ,B, i.e., f’,<%Q C !IJ& .Let M = urrel rOr, x ((a}} be the sum and 92 = I& !& 
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the direct limit of the family (9J2,),,r. Suppose that 4 is the canonical mapping 
of G onto E; I$ is the extension of + to the sets L$ subsets; l? is the equivalence relation 
on ‘$3(G) associated with 4; 1,8 is the canonical mapping of ‘@(G) onto ‘@(G)/k 
and f  is the bijection (cf. [5, No. 2, Theorem 1) of (P(G/R) onto ‘$(G)/k Under 
these conditions, %I is a u-algebra in k(E), and by identijcation of ‘@(G/R) with 
‘$3(G)/& !JJl is a o-algebra in E. 
Proof. Since (Xn, C p(EJ f or each OL ~1, then the family (%Qel is a direct 
system of subsets of the ‘!JJ(E,) (cf. [6, Section 7, No. 6, p. 941). Let gSa (for 
(II < /3) be the mapping of 1)32, into !J&, the graph of which is the same as 
that of the restriction of pBba to %, . Then (YJI, , &) is a direct system of sets, 
and Proposition 5 of Section 1, No. 3, applied to the canonical injectionsj, of 8R, 
into Cp(E,), allows us to identify the direct limit !IR = lir&$JI~ , &) with a 
subset of l? by means of the injection i = uj, ; i.e. (cf. Section I, No. 3, 
Remark 1): 
 ^
$JJz c g = $(G). 
On the other hand, {MC G> 3 (one can identify %R with &AZ)), i.e., if 
$M is the canonical mapping of M onto YJI, we have !JJI = I&(M) = g(M). 
But (cf. [5, Theorem 1, No. 21) {$ = d 0 $} * 
!I4 = g(M) = ,&(M)). (1) 
Let us now prove that 9.R is a o-algebra in E. 
We have E = G/R = 4(G); but G E M, since M is a u-algebra in G 
(cf. Section 1, No. 2, Proposition 1). 
Therefore, $(G) = k($(G)) = &4(G)) = j(E) E %I. 
=> /E E ‘$I by identification of ‘p ($1 with y 
by Theorem 1, of Section 1, No. 2 
I 
3 {W satisfies (M,)}. 
On the other hand, 
{X E %R} * (3~r E I (cf. [6, Section 7, No. 5, Lemma 11) 
- X = $m,(XJ and X, E mZ,> 
+ {X = $(XJ = &&(X,)) where +a is the restriction of 4 to E,} 
+ (X = g(($(X,)> where g = i IE = restriction of J to Ef 
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But 
=a [C X E $<M) = ‘iIN/ Z- (‘35 satisfies (MI,)). 
A4 
Let (XJneN be a sequence of elements of %I?.; then 3x, E I -+ X, = $(Xan) 
for Xx, E %Nm,n ; whence 
since 
Theorem 1 implies that {E = G&Z?, , I’,,), ‘9J = l&(+n, , fOo)} = {(E, W) = 
(b E, , lim ‘I&)} is a measurable space. The pair (E, 93) is called the direct 
Zimit of the family of measurable spaces (I$ , %I&,, . 
3. DIRECT LIMITS OF ADDITIVE MAPPINGS 
1. The Additive Mapping p = l& pa 
THEOREM 1. Under the hypothesis of Theorem I, Section 2, let moreover 
(F& be a family of abelian groups and let (F= , fBu) be the direct system of the 
family (F,), relative to the family of homomorphisms ( fso! : E, -+ Ee), whenever 
(Y < p. Let 3 = la(F, , fBa) be the direct limit abelian group of the direct system 
(Fol , fs,); let fa be the canonical mapping of F, into 5; let (pa) be a direct system 
of additive muppings of the direct system (5D& ,Q,J into the direct system (Fe , fez), 
i.e., such that the diagram (Fig. 4) is commutative, whenever cy < /I. 
m% TF% 
FIGURE 4 
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Under these conditions (cf., Section 1, No. 3, Proposition 3) there exists a unique 
mapping p of ‘$A into 5 such that the diagram (Fig. 5) is commutative. 
Moreover, p is an additive mapping. 
Proof. For each 01 E I the u-algebra ‘9J2W may be considered as endowed 
with an internal law of composition, s, defined by s,(X, , Y,) = X, u Y, for 
any arbitrary pair (X, , Y,) of elements of %R, .
In the same way, the u-algebra ‘$lnZ is endowed with the internal law of com- 
position s defined by s(X, Y) = X u Y. But for X E m, YE m, there exists 
(cf. [6, Section 7, No. 5, Lemma 11) 
and Y = Jmm( Y,), where X, E 113E, , 
a unique cy E I such that X = dmE(XJ 
Y, E ‘!D& . But 
xv Y =$gJ&,(X,u Y,)Ern. 
Let us now consider for each 01 E I, an additive mapping pa of ‘%, into F, , 
such that the diagram of Fig. 4 is commutative. 
Then there exists (cf. Section 1, No. 3, Proposition 3) a unique mapping p 
of % into $J such that the diagram of Fig. 5 is commutative; i.e., such that 
Moreover, p is an additive mapping. Indeed we have 
P6AL&w = fabLalX>>r for X=E%R,. 
Therefore 
ix = &LR,wJ, y = $m,(Ya) are arbitrary and distinct elements of m} 
=> p(X u Y) = &LJR,(xJ u $m,(Y,)) = /4hlll,(Xm ” YaN =f&@a ” YJ)* 
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But {X, Y> are distinct elements of %I} - {X, Y are disjoint subsets of M} z- 
(Xn Y = 121 isinM} 
On the other hand, 
3 &pm) n &pi) = a>- 
@JJI,(X~ n YJ = &2,<K n Y,W 
+ td9~& n Ye) C v&R,W n &dYJ = 23 > 
=> +Jw,<K n W> = a’> 3 FL n Y, = a>. 
Therefore, 
h4& u Yd = &K) + PdYJ> 
- {/-4X u y> = f,(PdX~ ” Y4) 
= f&4&> + PULYN = f&AXJ> + hMYcJ) 
= P($Jl,(&>) + d$m,(Ya)> = P(X) + P(Y)> 
* {p is an additive mapping). 
Let us set p = I& p, ; then ,J is the direct limit of the direct system of additive 
mappings (CL&I . 
4. THE COUNTABLE ADDITIVE MAPPING y 
1. The Direct Limit of (F,),,r , F, = F, Vol E I. 
Let I be a preordered directed set; (F& a family of abelian groups such 
that F, = F, Vet E I, where F is a complete abelian group. 
Then, 
PROPOSITION 1. There exists a canonical isomorphism of the abelian group 
lint F, onto F. 
Proof. Let G, = &, G, be the sum of the family (F& ; i.e., for each 
01 E I, there is a canonical isomorphism h, of F onto G, . For any y E F, let us set 
(1) 
6 One has {X, n Y,} = {X,} n {YJ, whence 
jlmm,(X, n Y,) = $i~~,<lx, n Y,l> 
= Jm,w,) n tY,l) c ~~n,<{X,~) n &P~W,I> = &R,&K) n +im,(y,). 
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PynP,t = 0. 
Y ir' 
Indeed, 
{u E P, and u’ E P,,} 
z- ((3ar)(a ~1) - u = h,(y) E G, and @a’)(~/ ~1) - u’ = &( y’) E G,,}. 
On the other hand, if Pu n P,, # 0, then (3~) (a EI), (3x’) (M’ ~1) such 
that G, 3 u = h,(y) = h,j( y’) = U’ E G,, ; whence G, n G,* # o ; but this 
relation is false; therefore, 
PynP,r = 0. 
Y ZY' 
Moreover we have: 
Hence the family (PJYEF is a partition of GF . 
Let R be the equivalence relation on GF defined by this partition, i.e., 
On the other hand, we have 
P w+v' = W4Y + Y')M = (hx(Y))ad + v44Y'))DEI = p, + Pd ; 
PG) = -p, ; 
and 
(P, + P,,) + P,* = P, + (P,* + Pg) = P* + P,j + P,” . 
Therefore lJYEF P, = GF/R is an abelian group. 
Let us now prove that the mapping 0 : F t+ GF/R defmed by: e(y) = P,, 
is an isomorphism of F onto lim F, . 
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We have 
qy + Y’) = QJ) + W)~ 
O(F)= u P, =hF, =$$-, 
WF 
and 
ker 6 = (0). 
Therefore B-1 is an isomorphism of bF, onto F, and we can identify F 
with i&F, by means of this canonical isomorphism. 
2. The Direct Limit of Mappings: D = I& Ga 
Let (501, , &) be the direct system of u-algebras as defined in Section 2, 
No. 1, and let 9JI = lim 9JIJ1, be the o-algebra which is the direct limit of the 
family @I,). 
Let (Fa ,f&) be a direct system of abelian groups and, let 5 = lint F, be 
the abelian groups which is the direct limit of the family (F,). 
Let us, moreover, suppose that F, = F, Vol E I, where F is a complete abelian 
group, and let us consider the direct system (F, , i&, where iBa is the identity 
mapping of F. Then (cf. No. 1) one can canonically identify F with lim F, . 
On the other hand, for each OL E I, let ti, be a mapping of $I, into F such that 
22, = $0 kBa. Then (cf. [2, Section 7, No. 6, Remark 21) (liJ is a direct system 
of mappings defined by 
and the mapping zi : m -+ F, defined by ii, = ii 0 Ifimm, may be identified with 
the direct limit of the direct system of mappings (~2~)~~~ . Under these conditions 
one can write ?i = lint zi, . In particular, let us suppose that, for each 01~1, 
A, = a, is a countable additive mapping of %I, into F. Then X = lim A, is such 
that A, =Ao$mG:, and h is an additive mapping (cf. Theorem 1, Section 3, 
No. I) of ‘% into F. 
3. The Countable Additive Mapping h = lim h, 
Let us now prove that h is a countable additive mapping of $312 into F; that is, 
for each sequence (XJVEN of distinct elements of ‘%R, we have 
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Indeed, 
On the other hand, {XV E !IR> 3 {uYEN XV EIIJZ}, since ‘%lI is a u-algebra 
(cf. Theorem 1 of Section 3, No. l), therefore, there exists (cf. [6, Section 7, 
No. 5, Lemma I]) a unique 01 E I such that lJveN XV = $(XJ, where X, E ‘PI, ; 
whence 
by definition of fi (cf. Section 1, No. 2)} o {$(& X,“) = $(X,)} o (3X:) C X, 
for each v EN IY+ $(XEy> = 4(X:))}. 
Whence 
Therefore, 
=P {A is a countable additive mapping of m into F}. 
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We have also proved 
THEOREM 2. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 1, Section 2, and Theorem 1, 
Section 3, Zet (A&, be a direct system of measures relative to I, with value in a 
complete abelian group F. More precisely, let X, : ‘%I& t+ F, be a measure on llJ1, , 
with values in F, for each cx E I. Let h = I&-Q A, be the direct limit of the direct 
system of measures (A&, . Under these conditions; X is a measure on E = G/R, 
with values in F. Then h is called the direct limit measure of the direct system of 
measures (h&, . 
Therefore, we have 
THEOREM 3. {(Ea , Y&, A,) = direct system of measure spaces} +- {(E; 91, A) = 
(lir~~ E, , l&~ YJ12, , I& hoi) is a measure space}. 
We shall say that (E, $%X, A) is the measure space which is the direct limit 
of the family (EN , ‘%Qa , A,) of measure spaces. 
In particular, we have 
THEOREM 4. 
{(E, , !JJ& , p,),,, = family of probability spaces) 
3 {(lir~ E, , l& ‘n, , limp,) = probability space}. 
A further communication will be devoted to the study and applications of 
direct limits of probability spaces. 
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